SURGICAL INSTRUMENT LUBRICANT / RUST INHIBITOR

Instru-Guard Lube™

• INCREASES THE LIFE OF INSTRUMENTS
• PROTECTS ALL SURGICAL INSTRUMENTS

www.sklarcorp.com
SKLAR INSTRU-GUARD LUBE™

**SURGICAL INSTRUMENT LUBRICANT/RUST INHIBITOR**

**Liquid Concentrate**

SKLAR INSTRU-GUARD LUBE™ is an easy-to-use, water soluble, lubricant and rust inhibitor. When used daily as a rinse after every cleaning it keeps moving parts operating smoothly and remains effective after autoclaving, but without leaving an oily residue.

Regular lubrication is essential no matter which cleaning method is employed (including ultrasonic). SKLAR INSTRU-GUARD LUBE™ is ideal for maintaining instrument quality and performance.

SKLAR LUBE™ spray is economical and ideal for facilities that have a limited need for instrument lubrication. It comes in a convenient ready-to-use spray bottle.

**Sklar instru-guard lube™**

Item# 10-1635 Case of 4 Gallons, Concentrated
Item# 10-1636 Case of 12, 8 oz. Spray Bottles

For Price Quotes and Samples, Call your Sklar Account Manager or your Distributor Sales Representative

**USA SALES**
PHONE: 610.430.3200
800.221.2166
FAX: 610.430.3941

**INTERNATIONAL SALES**
PHONE: 610.430.3200
surgi@sklarcorp.com
www.sklarcorp.com

889 S. Matlack St.
West Chester, PA 19382